We have applied the Random Matrix Theory in order to examine the validity of the NPT treatment in HSP. We have investigated the pathology examining the sEMG recorded signal for about eight minutes. We have performed standard electromyographic investigations as well as we have applied the RMT method of analysis. We have investigated the sEMG signals before and after the NPT treatment. The application of a so robust method as the RMT evidences that the NPT treatment was able to induce a net improvement of the disease respect to the pathological status before NPT.
Introduction
The origins of Random Matrix Ttheory (RMT) may be traced back to works by Wishart (1928) [1] and James [2] - [4] and initially it concerned mainly the field of Statistics. Subsequently, the advent of the field must be attributed to highly celebrated papers by Eugene Wigner in 1950's [5] - [8] who motivated his application in nuclear physics. The basic idea was that in the situation when it is hardly possible to understand in detail individual spectra associated with any given nucleus composed of many strongly interacting quantum particles, it may be reasonable to look at the corresponding systems as black box and adopt a kind of statistical description. Such
The RMT Approach
The essence of the method may be reassumed as it follows. a) Nuclear physicists in the 1950s observed nuclear interactions and they found that when we study very complex interactions, we have a very hard problem so that interactions may be regarded as random acts.
b) RMT finds applications in a large class of system ranging in theory from quantum mechanics to quantum chaos but covering really a large class of systems that presently involve various fields of interest, including the economy, and, according to the interest of the present paper, the biology and the medicine. In particular we have found an ubiquitious presence of quantum mechanics and of its rules involving in particular the large class of cognitive and perceptive systems in humans and thus our mental and brain dynamics that of course represents the counterpart of the brain muscular activity that we consider in the presnet paper. In order to give a detailed information, we give here a very long list of the studies that we have conducted in this field [13] - [43] .
c) The essence of the method may be summarized as it follows:
Wigner analyzed the eigenvalue of the random matrix, and found that it is suitable to describe the interactions using randomness. Suppose, there are K Gaussian (Gauss) sequences, the length of each sequence is N, the mean value is 0, and the variance as σ. If we demonstrate K random sequences as a matrix, the correlation matrix is as below
where C is the random sequence correlation matrix of K × K; G the random sequence matrix of K × K, T is the transpose symbol. Let q = N/K (q > 1) be a constant. If K → ∞ and N → ∞ the limit distribution of the eigenvalue of the correlation matrix C will be [44] - [46] ( where p r (λ) is the probability density function of random matrix eigenvalue; λ is the eigenvalue of the random matrix; λ max is the maximal eigenvalue of random matrix; λ min is the minimal eigenvalue of random matrix. λ max and λ min are described within random matrix theory as the maximum and minimum eigenvalues that will apply to define the boundary of a random correlation matrix. Through using the RMT to infer the boundary conditions, we can easily extract the non-random part in the correlation matrix. d) We may now explain the essence of our new method. Let us admit that we have recorded the sEMG of a given subject in a given muscular region. As we know, we have great difficulties in the clinical interpretation of the recorded behaviour since we observe fluctuations in the values of the recorded signal but actually we do not know with accuracy if they must be attributed to noise, to random behaviour, or to an actual dynamics reflecting the nature of the acting muscular and neurological mechanisms. In the last months we explored in detail some cases of muscular dystrophy evidencing in detail that the chaotic regime has a great role in the determination of such time dynamical behaviour. We evidenced in detail that such sEMG signal is marked but an intense set of interactions engaging a lot of chaos-chaos transitions as well as chaos m-order transitions in a regime of continuous self-arrangement and self-reorganization. We will not enter in the details here but we invite the reader to examine in details our previous contributions [47] - [51] . In these conditions, it should represent certainly a great clinical and medical advance if we could introduce a new method able to discriminate in detail such previously mentioned nature of the involved dynamics. For the first time, we introduce here the RMT approach just to realize such advance. Let us reason as it follows. As said, we have a recorded sEMG for a given time. We have in substance a time series (X i (t)), each point of the series giving the value of the muscular activity at each time. We have in substance a succession of states and the passage from one value to the subsequent value in the recoreded time series (X i (t)), gives a numerical representation of the transitions that happen in the muscular activity at each time and that are due to the noise or chaotic (or quantum chaos) dynamics that is acting at each step at muscular and neurological levels. Generally speaking, our clinical objective is to identify if such continuous and so complex transitions of states, that are determined at each step at biological level, are really due to minute and differently unidentifiable arranged transitions or if instead the whole examined dynamics is mainly due to noise as often we conclude in sEMG. In the last case we will have that the succession of states, represented by (X i (t)), will result random and thus uncorrelated and in the second case we will have instead that such states, connected from such so much complex interactions, will results correlated. RMT is the method that we may use since it is able to look deeply in the inner structure of the recorded sEMG and thus in the inner structure of the states and their transitions in the (X i (t)). The RMT method is rather complex to be realized and time consuming but it is the mosy advanced to our knowledge. Its basic criterium may be summarized as it follows given the recorded sEMG time series, we will reconstruct the previous given Correlation Matrix C and we will estimate the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues in the case of a random correlation. By an appropriate algorithm we will estimate also all the eigenvalues of such calculated Correlation matrix. If they will result out of the previously delimited (min-max) eigenvalue interval we will conclude that the states in the recorded time series are correlated as well as the complex acting interactions during our recording. If, on the contrary, the eigenvalues will enter in the interval (min, max) eigenvalue estimated interval, we will conclude that we have not correlation of states but only random occurrences. The importance from a clinical and diagnostic profile is high since in analysis of the sEMG, also being it apparently random at your eyes, we expect that it is actually expression of complex and minute interactions and transitions of states that we would able to inspect and to estimate and RMT is able to cover such condition giving an highly sophisticated possibility of quantification. Obviously, in the case of a random behaviour we will conclude that we have not correlation of states. Instead in the case of correlation we will have the possibility to quantify the clinical condition and the improvements, as example, previous and after a therapy and/or a treatment since stronger will be the deviation of the largest eigenvalue respect to the prefixed maximum eigen value of a random behaviour and greater will be the optimum clinical condition or greater will be the improvement induced from the therapy. In conclusion, by using RMT we have a robust method of investigation first of all to investigate the nature of the interactions that are acting during each step of the s EMG recording and, in addition, we will have a clinical index to establish improvement or not of the subject during the therapy and/or the treatment.
As previously said, in the present paper we will apply such new methodology for the first time. In order to furnish a case of investigation that is of great interest, we will apply RMT to the analysis of a so serious pathology that is the Hereditary Spastic Paraplegy (HSP).
Generalities on Hereditary Spastic Paraplegy (HSP)
HSP is a disease well described in literature and therefore we will give here only some general features to characterize it. Hereditary spastic paraplegia was first described in 1883 by Adolph Strümpell, a German neurologist, and was later described more extensively in 1888 by Maurice Lorrain, a French physician. HSP represents a group of inherited diseases whose main feature is progressive stiffness and contraction (spasticity) in the lower limbs [49] as a result of damage or dysfunction of the nerves [50] [51].
HSP is not a form of cerebral palsy even though it physically may appear and behave much the same as, for example, spastic diplegia. The origins of HSP are entirely separate phenomena from cerebral palsy. Despite this, some of the same anti-spasticity medications used in spastic cerebral palsy are sometimes used to try to treat HSP symptomatology.
Spasticity in the lower limbs alone is described as pure HSP. On the other hand, HSP is classified as complex or complicated when associated with other neurological signs, including ataxia, mental retardation, dementia, extrapyramidal signs, visual dysfunction or epilepsy, or other extraneurological signs. Complicated forms are diagnosed as HSPs when pyramidal signs are the predominant neurological characteristic. This classification, however, is subjective and patients with complex HSPs are sometimes diagnosed as having cerebellar ataxia, mental retardation or leukodystrophy.
HSP being a group of genetic disorders, they follow general inheritance rules and can be inherited in an autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or x-linked recessive manner. The mode of inheritance involved has a direct impact on the chances of inheriting the disorder. Over 70 genotypes have been described [52] - [55] .
Initial diagnosis of HSPs relies upon family history, the presence or absence of additional signs and the exclusion of other nongenetic causes of spasticity, the latter being particular important in sporadic cases.
Cerebral and spinal MRI is an important procedure performed in order to rule out other frequent neurological conditions, such as multiple sclerosis, but also to detect associated abnormalities such as cerebellar or corpus callosum atrophy as well as white matter abnormalities. Differential diagnosis of HSP should also exclude spastic diplegia which presents with nearly identical day-to-day effects and even is treatable with similar medicines such as baclofen and orthopedic surgery; at times, these two conditions may look and feel so similar that the only perceived difference may be HSP's hereditary nature versus the explicitly non-hereditary nature of spastic diplegia (however, unlike spastic diplegia and other forms of spastic cerebral palsy, HSP cannot be reliably treated with selective dorsal rhizotomy).
Ultimate confirmation of HSP diagnosis can only be provided by carrying out genetic tests targeted towards known genetic mutations.
Although HSP is a progressive condition, the prognosis for individuals with HSP varies greatly. It primarily affects the legs although there can be some upperbody involvement in some individuals. Some cases are seriously disabling while others are less disabling and are compatible with a productive and full life. The majority of individuals with HSP have a normal life expectancy.
The Case under Consideration
Our HSP patient is 57 years of age, married and the father of 3 boys. HSP has affected members of his family for several generations. Both the brother and sister of this patient have HSP. The patient first became aware that he had HSP symptoms in his mid-30's, however he remained active with sports and the symptoms were not noticeable to others until he was in his mid-40's. However the patient's (27) year old son acquired HSP symptoms in his late teens, which had progressed significantly over the last few years. As said, the patient symptoms evolved from his mid-40's, to the stage to where he first presented at our Neuro Physics Institute on the 7th September, 2015. Visual observations of him were that he exhibited symptoms very similar to a person with cerebral palsy, i.e. feet turned inwards, knees gaiting very close to one another when walking, a compromised ca-pacity to lift each leg by bending at the knee when walking. He walked stiff legged. The patients gaiting deficits were measured objectively via "Zebris" gait and stance analyses technology. The patient's right hand in particular presented in fist like postures as he walked. He found it very difficult to keep his palms of his hands open as he walked. His trapeze muscles where very tensed the whole time, especially the right trapeze.
We went on proceeding with a clinical preliminary interpretation that may summarized as it follows. The subject had also an ANS crisis, with right hemisphere dominance. In fact, the right side of the body is controlled by the left hemisphere, we expected a reduction of energy distribution to the left hemisphere, because of right hemisphere dominance will promote gross inhibition to the right side of the body via the SNS. A positive feedback loop exists between the recognition of an increase in HSP symptoms by the patient, which in turn increases the patient's anxiety, which then in turn increases HSP symptoms. An increase in long term cortico-limbic generated anxiety, influences hypothalamic/ANS responses, which in turn influences long term Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) activation. Long term SNS activation decreases sensory/motor synchronized activity (complexity) in a more permanent manner. Short term SNS activation is known to affect perception and action, until the parasympathetic nervous system has time to normalize the system. The effects of SNS activation on sensory/ motor (perception/action) complexity is very notable in sports performance. Hence, coaches dedicate a lot of time towards teaching their athletes how to maintain emotional composure during stressful occasions, when the athletes are required to perform. SNS activation, short or long term, can only be accomplished via a subjective perception a person has of their environment and or of themselves. This then promotes SNS activation as the down-stream effect of a person becoming anxious through their subjective perception and evaluation of their environment and or of themselves-whether they be justified because of real threatening events occurring in the persons environment, or a perception that only the individual is having of the environment and or of themselves, which is separate to others that inhabit the same environment.
As conclusion of such statements the subject was submitted to the so called NPT treatment. This is of course a neurophysical treatment that has been introduced by the first time from one of us (KW) and that has been explained in detail in our previous papers where we had the possibility to demonstrate the improvemenets that it induces when treating cases of muscular dystrophy. In such previous papers [47] - [51] we explained in detail also the theoretcial foundations of such based NPT method evidencing that they are based on vhaos theory and in particular in the rearrangemenet that is induced from the NPT in the continuous chaos-chaos transitions and chaos-chaos and chaos-order induced dynamics. Follow uing the NPT treatment, the patient was also able to systematically relax, there was an immediate relaxation of very long term HSP symptoms. The patient obtained significant enhancements to the degrees of freedom in his lower limbs. These results were accomplished in both the father and son with HSP in 4 days of NPT. HSP is retained to be a genetically inherited disease. Based upon the physical evidence of these trails with a family affected by HSP for several generations, it becomes rather evident that we have to consider also a basic component as represented from a long term ANS crisis.
Materials and Methods
Let us sketch the experimental situation. As previously indicated, the subject was submitted to NPT treatment for four days. Before, during and after the NPT treatment we provided to sEMG recording at 960 Hz and on six different channels that we will call ch1-6. Ch1 related right trapeze, ch2 related left trapeze, ch3 regarded the right abdominal wall, ch4 the left abdominal wall and finally ch5 related the right adductors and ch6 the left adductors. In conclusion, we obtained six X i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 6) time series on which we applied our RMT analysis. Each time series consisted of 60000 points and thus covered a period of time of 2.08 minutes. On each of such sEMG signals we performed our visual clinical evaluation following the possible clinical improvement of the conditions of the subject. As standard analysis we performed the well known Root Mean Square, the EMG Frequency and Power Analysis and the Locate Muscle Activation. Soon after we proceed with the RMT elaboration fixing matrices KxN with K = 300 and N = 200 and thus we proceed to the application of a specialized software realized in our laboratory in order to estimate the eigenvalue spectrum and the λ max and λ min eigenvalues as previously explicated in detail.
Results
To expose the results we have to fix first of all some considerations.
The first is that we examined a subject with HSP that as all we know is a so serious disease. As also said pre-viously the subject was submitted to the NPT treatment. We repeat that this is a treatment that we have considered repeatedly in a number of our previous papers [47] - [51] . Always it gave us very satisfactory results when we examined it under the clinical profile, under the profile of the subjective improvement of the subject and, finally, under the profile of its examination by our advanced linear and non linear methodlogies of investigation. Therefore we are in presence of a treatment that is very promising and delineates itself as a new theoretcial, clinical and methodological advanced approach that certainly in future will deserve all the consideration and the merit that it desreves. In the present paper we focoused our attention on the HSP that of course iis a total differnt disease respect to the muscular dystrophy that we investigated in our previous papers. Consequently our objective was to apply, as said, a new method, the RMT approach, but linked to such intent, our aim was alo to verify if the NPT is able to induce real improvement in cases of HSP evaluating such improvements with the highest sophhisticated method as the RMT is. It could be rather simple to conclude for an improvement of a subject with HSP looking to a general clinical evaluation or using standard methods that of course evidnece often some approximations as all we well know. Our aim was to ascertain if the NPT was able to overcome a more severe method and for this reason we selected a so robust method as the RMT Done such clarification, we may now pass to expose the results.
In Figures 1-6 we report the graphs of the recorded sEMG signals and the estimated RMS of the HSP subject at rest and before his starting the NPT treatment. Figures 1(b)-6(b) give partial sections of the sEMG recording and RMS for better examination. In Figures 7-18 we report instead the results obtained by Fourier analysis and analysis of muscle activation. We repeat here that Ch1 relates right trapeze, ch2 the left trapeze, ch3 the right abdominal wall, ch4 the left abdominal wall, ch5 the right adductors and ch6 the left adductors. The results that we obtained for the RMS are as it follows: Right trapeze gave RMS = 24.54 ± 8.27; the left trapeze gave RMS = 32.39 ± 12.10; right abdominal wall gave RMS = 21.89 ± 11.71; left abdominal wall gave RMS = 22.93 ± 8.10, the right adductors gave RMS = 18.63 ± 6.58 and left adductors gave 24.63 ± 7.18. In conclusion we had a so serious initial pathologiacl condition. The sEMG recorded signals in six different regions of interest evidence that we are in presnece of fluctuations in the recorede muscular activities and we have so serious difficulties tio establish if such fluctuations still hidden some kind of correlation and of coherence among the transitions of the subsequent states of the muscular activities or if, on the contrary, they still exhibit some kind of correlation that of course it results impossible to establish by visual inspection as well as with traditional analytical methods. As said, we know that in normal conditions continuous chaos-chaos as well as chaos-order transitions are realized during muscular-neurological activity and the NPT treatment has the office to recover and improve such chaotic self-rearrangements in condition of pathology [47] - [51] ; in the present case our objective is now to evidence the results that we obtained after the application of the RMT method in order to verify if the NPT treatment induced or not improvements in the subject.
Recalling the features of the RMT method we have first of all to report the λ max and λ min eigenvalues. We obtained λ min = 0.0336 and λ max = 3.2990. The criterium of the method is now well fixed. We extimate the spectrum of the eigenvalues obtained by using the corerlation matrix previously introduced. If such spectrum fails within the interval (λ min , λ max ), we conclude that the sEMG signals recorded in Ch1-Ch6 give indication of only random sequences of transitions among states expressing muscular activity and we conclude in this case for a severe pathology. We expect in fact that states expressing muscular activity evidence instead a strong and non random correlation in absence of pathology and it will results so much robust as well as the maximum eigenvalue estimated by the eigenvalue spectrum will result discriminated, distant and different in value respect to λ max .
Let us start with the results obtained for Ch1 (right trapeze). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.000169 to 23.826. The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved stilla moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.0000568 to 163.157. We verified that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but we are mainly interest on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 163.157. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states relating muscular activity to pass from the value 23.826 to the value of 163.157 that is well 6,85 times greater. A net improvement Let us consider now Ch2 (left trapeze). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.000109 to 41.987.
The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved still a moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.0000089 to 173.171. We had that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but we are mainly interested on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 173.171. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states relating muscular activity to pass from the value 41.987 to the value of 173.171 that is well 4.13 times greater. A net improvement. Let us consider now Ch3 (right abdominal wall). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.000212 to 51.560. The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved still a moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.000104 to 103.401. We had that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but, as previously, we are mainly interested on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 103.401. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states relating muscular activity to pass from the value 51.560 to the value of 103.401 that is about 2 times greater. Therefore we obtained a net improvement also examining this muscular region. Let us consider now Ch4 (left abdominal wall). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.000183 to 66.231. The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved still a moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.0000929 to 164.383. We had that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but, as previously, we are mainly interested on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 164.383. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states, relating muscular activity, to pass from the value 66.231 to the value of 164.383 that is about 2.50 times greater. Therefore we obtained a net improvement also examining this muscular region. Let us examine now Ch5 (right adductors). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.0000346 to 84.856. The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved still a moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.000172 to 178.496. We had that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but, as previously, we are mainly interested on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 178.496. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states, relating muscular activity, to pass from the value 84.856 to the value of 178.496 that is about 2.10 times greater. Therefore we obtained a net improvement also examining this muscular region. Let us examine finally the last region, Ch6 (left adductors). The eigenvalue spectrum resulted ranging from 0.000229 to 92.282. The value of λ max = 3.2990 indicates that we were in a condition of severe pathology but however the states of muscular activity conserved still a moderate level of correlation. Let us examine the results that we obtained after the NPT treatment. The interval of the eigenvalue spectrum resulted to be included between 0.0000254 to 184.704. We had that the eigenvalue spectrum was out of the interval (λ min , λ max ) but, as previously, we are mainly interested on the value of the greatest eigenvalue. It results to be 184.704. Consequently we may conclude that the NPT treatment induced a very strong improvement enabling the correlation of the states, relating muscular activity, to pass from the value 92.282 to the value of 184.704 that is about 2.00 times greater. Therefore we obtained a net improvement also examining this muscular region. Consider that we repeated the RMT analysis each time on three different series, each of 60,000 points and this is to say that we investigated the process for a total time of about 6 minutes. The results are represented in Figures 19-30 . 
Conclusions
In the present paper we have applied for the first time the method of the Random Matrix Theory (RMT) in a field of medicine that is the electromyography. We have no doubts that we have considered a method that requires a lot of time for its apllication and a very appropriate level of application in order to obtain the results but of course it is a fixed and established position of the international literature that the Random Matrix Theory represents certainly one of the most advanced and sophisticated methods and elaboration. Of course, in the case of the present application we have verified that it is able to evaluate in detail if and how much we are out of the prefixed interval (λ min , λ max ) and quantify in detail the level of still existing or not random dynamics. The principle of our application has been evidenced in detail. When examining an sEMG signal, the transitions of the states and the values of such states, represented in time by time series, must maintain still a level of correlation being impossible to be due only to random acting mechanisms. The problem is to be able to quantify in detail such still existing level of correlation in clinical conditions of normal subjects and of pathology. The RMT, also requiring, we repeat, a great effort of analysis, is able to realize such required level of quantification. For abbreviation, we denominate such RMT application to sEMG as CKW-rule as abbreviation of Conte-KenWare application of RMT in interpretation and evaluation of sEMG dynamics . However our effort was devoted in particular along one direction. In the course of our previous publications we examined a neuromuscular treatment that we have indicated as NPT. We selected to apply such RMT method just to examine and to verify the validity of this NPT treatment. We selected a disease that is one of the most severe pathologies, the case of the Hereditary Spastic Paraplegy (HSP) just to establish with the most accurate method if such NPT treatment is able to give improvements also in this case in addition to the cases of muscular dystrophy that we studied previously [47] - [51] . The results that we have obtained evidence without doubts that this NPT treatment represents a very encouraging advance not only in the field of the treatment in itself but substantially also in the foundations that it implies and recalling the dynamics of chaos and /or quantum chaos as well as the central role of the ANS component acting in a determinant mode on all the neuromuscular pathologies. 
